Saturday 18 January 2020

Raising the values of knowledge

Al Qadisiyah School wins first place

A ceremony was held yesterday to honor the participating schools in the “Do
you then not ponder?” competition, which is held for the first time under the
auspices of the Ministry of Culture and Sports, and the first place was won by
Al Qadisiyah Primary School for Boys, while the second place was awarded to
Rawdat Rashid Primary School for Girls.
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Doha Book Fair discusses
"the historical text in the
drama market" on the main
stage
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American writer and novelist
talks about her journalistic and
literary experience as part of
cultural seminars
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Amal Center for People with Special
Needs participates in the Fair with
the aim of spreading awareness
about autism and people with
disabilities
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The United States and Qatar have extensive political, economic and cultural ties to be translated
on the ground with the participation of the American embassy in the Doha Book Fair. Since more
than two decades and the US embassy participating in Fair, which indicates to an American
interest to highlight the US’ culture by offering a number of books and academic research
studies common between America and the Arab world.
A cultural
history dating
back for more
than four
decades

The relations between
Doha and Washington
began in 1972

America is the
largest foreign
investor in Qatar

The US embassy in Qatar
participates by 400
books in the Fair

Doha chooses America
for the joint cultural
year 2021

The public is the key factor of the
cultural demonstration

A cultural renaissance in Doha
year after year

THE FIRST QATARI PROJECT FOR
AUDIOBOOK

The journalist, Saad Al Rumaihi,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Qatari Center for Press, said that the
Doha Book Fair gained the credibility
of local, Arab and international
publishing houses, which reflects on
the wide participation of publishing
houses, especially Qatari, which is
increasing year after year, confirming
that the development of the Fair
depends on the interaction of the
public with the exhibition.

Sports commentator Hafeez Daraji said

Rawi Al Kitab foundation participates as

with its cultural development by expanding

in Arabic. The Foundation's participation

that are organized throughout the year.

audio publications. The importance of

about the importance of the book, which

a good opportunity for the Foundation

that Qatar has always surprised everyone

the first Qatari project for the audiobook

museums, exhibitions and cultural events

this year comes in more than 50

The Fair is an invitation to the Qatari people

participating in the exhibition comes as

is considered the best friend in a time that

to introduce the project, which is

false information spread in everywhere
through social media.

concerned with converting books read

in Arabic into audio books to bring the
book closer to a wider audience.
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A pen
flash
Dr. Yusuf Mohammad Obaidan

Obaidan is one of the people who combined
political, academic and cultural work together. He
is a diplomat, a faculty member at Qatar University
and a member of the Shura Council. Also he has
publications in political science which enriched
the Qatar Library.
Born in 1947
Obtained a PhD Philosophy in Political Science
from Cairo
Worked at QU as a faculty member and Dean of the
College of Business and Economics
Worked as president of the Al Jasra Cultural Club
between 1966-1967
Six books were published for him in political
science field

Book
and brief
Knowledge system in the Qatari society

The “Knowledge System in the Qatari Society” book
includes treasures of ideas, concepts and interpretations
that answer many questions related to the cognitive,
human and social affairs. The book contains from four
chapters, each chapter has a separate title.
The first chapter talks about the knowledge system in
the Qatari society and the second chapter highlights a
number of articles published by the writer in Al Sharq
newspaper, while the third chapter talks about the
memory of the place and the extent of the individual's
connection to this memory, while the fourth chapter
comes in the title "diaries" which is a set of social articles.
Author: Dr. Abdulaziz Al Khater

Language of the book: Arabic
Category: Social sciences
Book publisher: Dar Al Sharq
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Exhibition
shots
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Dar Al Kutub Al Qatariya.. decades of enlightenment,
science and culture
The first Gulf
publishing house

The number of
manuscripts is 2018

Founded in 1962

More than 263000
books in Arabic

Over 370,000 books in
the foreign language

Don't buy a book just because its writer is a famous
person, pay attention to the content
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